
Bead Head Mini Leech 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hook: Orvis Curved Nymph #10 - #16or Tiemco 200R 
Thread: 6/0 for #10 - #12 and 8/0 for #14 - #16 
Tail: Marabou and Crystal Flash color to match body. 
Body: Angora goat, Kaufman Stone Fly dubbing, or crystal seal - Twisted in dubbing loop with 
crystal flash. 
Color: Black, Brown, Olive, Maroon, Red ... etc. 
Head: Brass Bead 
 

Tying Instructions 
 

1) Bend hook barb down with pliers and push bead around bend of hook. 
2) Use a 1/8-inch bead for hook size's #10 - #12 and 3/32 for size #14 and 1/16 for size #16. 
3) Push brass bead up to hook eye and wrap 5 turns of .015 diameter lead in back of bead. 
4) Use .010 diameter lead with smaller beads. Now push lead under bead.  
5) This will center the bead on the hook and add extra weight to the fly. 
6) Tie on thread at hook bend and wrap thread back to hook eye.  
7) Leave a small gap between the brass bead and the thread. 
8) Take a Marabou plume and strip off the fuzz so that only the even tips are left.  
9) Cut the center quill 1 hook length back from the tip. This will leave you with a V shaped plume with all the 
tips even. 
10) Place the Marabou plume on top of the hook shank so that the tip is 1 hook length away from the hook 
bend. 
11) Wrap thread over the top of the Marabou and leave a gap between the marabou and the brass bead. 
12) Cut off excess Marabou. Grab Marabou at tail and pull so that the Marabou sits on top of the hook now 
wind thread back to hook bend (open turns). 
13) Take 3 strands of crystal flash and fold it over the thread.  
14) Grab the crystal flash by the tips and slide it down the thread.  
15) Pull the thread straight up and the crystal flash straight back over the top of the Marabou.  
16) Now wind thread over crystal flash while keeping tension on it.  
17) Cut crystal flash to the length of the marabou.  
18) You should have 6 strands of crystal flash in tail. 
19) Take 2 strands of crystal flash and tie on at tail. 
20) Make 4-inch loop with thread and wrap thread back to brass bead. 
21) Spin dubbing loop with Angora goat and twist in crystal flash. 
22) Wrap dubbing loop to bead and Tie off.  
23) Whip finish behind bead and you're done. 


